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ABSTRACT: Hydrogen-like recombination X-ray lasers are currently under
investigation as an alternative candidate to collisional pumped soft X-ray amplifiers.
Efforts are being concentrated on the n=3 to n=2 transitions in H-like Mg and NaF.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recombination X-ray lasers hold the promise of relatively high gain lengths (5 to 15 cm -1 )
while possibly allowing the reduction in the size of the heating laser. Our study of short
wavelength, recombining systems began with a series of experiments designed to
understand the ionization balance of MgF2 and A1 when heated with a 0.53 _m, 20
picosecond laser pulse. Once information had been gathered on the ionization balance of
these elements, targets were chosen and X-ray laser experiments proceeded at the Nova
Two-Beam facility. Although the data have been encouraging, the preliminary results are
inconclusive in showing gain in the X-ray laser targets. Experiments are continuing to
understand the physics of these systems.

' 2. IONIZATION BALANCE EXPERIMENTS

. The ionization balance experiments were performed at KMS Fusi6n, Inc., using the
Chroma laser in the 20 picosecond configuration (Charatis, 1989). The targets were heated
with two laser beams (180 ° between their angles of incidence) each focussed with an f/6
lens in a spot focus geometry. The beams were temporally and spatially synchronized to
within 2 ps and 10 _m, respectively. The target layout consisted of 2000/_ aluminum
sandwiched between 500 A Lexan (CHx), MgF2 sandwiched between 500/_, of Lexan,
600/_, 1100/_, and 2200/_ of aluminum with 300/_ of formvar (C2H702) on one side,
1100/_ of free standing aluminum, and aluminum slabs. The laser intensity was varied
from 3 x 1014 Watts/cm 2 to 2 x 1015 Watts/cre 2. The plasmas were diagnosed using time
resolved x-ray streaked spectroscopy (27 ps temporal resolution and spectral resolution of

E/AE=300), holographic interferometry with 20 ps temporal resolution, and x-ray and
visible diodes.

Using the free-bound continuum (to determine the electron temperature) and the high-n
lines from the K-shell spectra (to reduce opacity effects), the quasi-steady state method
(Oste.rheld, 1991) was applied to the time resolved x-ray spectra and the ionization balance
was determined for the various target types and laser intensities. Typical ionization balance
data is displayed in figure la. Opacity of the Al Xlll ls-2p transition was taken into
account by assuming a Doppler broadened line shape and applying (Osterbr(xzk, 1974)



,tz = 1.5 x 10-2;2 [ Nn/_T]I/2 Ni _z Aut [9u/gt} L,

where, N A is the atomic number, N I is the ground state ion density, ?k is the line

.... wavelength, Aut is the radiative rate, and 9u and gt are the upper and lower level
dege.neracies,"respectively. Population inversions were observed between the high and low
n quantum states of the H-like species (see figure lb). Calculation of the atomic rates for
the range of densities (measured using holographic interferometry) and temperatures imply
that the plasmas are in a regime where the three-body recombination rate, which
preferentially populate states with large principal quantum number and obital angular

• ' momentum, is the dominant level-populating mechanism.

, 3. GAIN LENGTH
, EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2a: Line Focus Magnesium X-ray Streak
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gain). The ionization balance measurements were performed using two streaked crystal
spectrographs to observe the time-dependent K-shell emission from the tru'get, one looking
normal to both the gain medium axis and the heating laser axis approximately 8 cm away
from the tat'get, the other slightly off both normals about 50 cm from the target. Two time
integrated spectrographs were also used at 300 to the gain medium, in the plane of die gain
medium and the heating laser. The focal quality and pulse width was monitored using two
time-integrated pinhole cameras and a visible streak camera, respectively.

Because of the concern for the optics in the laser amplifiers, the total power output was
severely limited.With the 0.5 cm targets, the total intensity on target was very nearly

,' matched to that of the previous spot focus experiments• The laser intensity of 1.0 cm
targets was about a factor of two smaller. In both cases, the K-shell emission indicates an

• ionization state comparable to
" the state achieved in the spot

focus experiments. Typical K-
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Ionization balance and X-ray laser experiments are being conducted oil H-like and He-like
Mg at Lawrence Livemlore National Laboratory. The spot focus experiments suggest that
large population inversions are attainable using 20 ps laser pulses with modest (1 x 1015
Watts/cre2) laser intensities. At present, however, only a few sparce encouraging results
have been seen. No conclusive evidence of gain has been observed in the line focus
experiments at the Nova facility. The interpretation of the experiments are speculative at this
point, however the data suggest the hydrodynamic expansion of the line focus targets is

, insufficient to cool the targets rapidly enough to produce population inversions. Further
' experimentation and modeling is needed to understand the atomic kinetics and the
• hydrodynamics of short -pulse, laser produced, recombining plasmas.
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